This paper presents a multi-scale computational strategy for crack propagation. The aim is to separate the local effects from the global ones in order to keep an unchanged macro-mesh during the propagation while a fine discretisation is used only where necessary. Two points are discussed here: the first one is the choice of global scale able to represent the macro effects of the crack; The second one is the use of a decomposition of the structures into substructures and interfaces that allow the use of a micro scale only around the crack. The use of the X-FEM as the local enrichment method around the crack is also presented.
Introduction
The simulation of propagating cracks in structures is nowadays revisited by emerging techniques such has the Strong Discontinuity Approach (SDA) proposed by Oliver [1] . Some of them, as the eXtended Finite Element Method (X-FEM) [2] or the generalized Finite Element Method (G-FEM) [3] , are based on the Partition of Unity Method (PUM) proposed by Melenk and Babuška in 1996 [4] . As the mesh does not have to match the geometry of the crack, the meshing procedures are highly simplified. However, these techniques do not take into account the multiscale aspect of the problem due to the localisation of deformation in the crack zone. Thus, the necessity of a fine mesh at the crack tip leads to a global remeshing of the structure during the propagation.
To get rid of this remeshing difficulty, the objectives of the strategy developped with Dassault Aviation are, first, to separate the treatments of the global effect in order to keep an unchanged macromesh during the propagation and, secondly, to be allow to use of fine desciption only in the zones of interest ( Figure 1 [5] . The first one comes from works concerning the micro-macro strategy [6] intialy dedicated to the study of heterogeneous structures and based on an homogeneization technique. The second one, based on the PUM, is used to accurately represent the local solution at the micro-scale. The introduction of the enrichment functions is obtained by the X-FEM.
As a crack has an influence at the local level but also at the global one, the question of the description of the kinematics and of the forces at both levels arises. In the micro-macro approach dedicated to the crack propagation, three aspects have been studied. The first one is the use on an interface that allows the use of a fine description only in the crack tip zone and that naturally treats the mesh incompatibilities. The second one is the choice of the macro scale (and its enrichments) able to include the macro effects of a crack. At least, the third one deals with the integration of the X-FEM as an enrichment technique at the micro scale. It is shown, that in the framework of the proposed approach, this integration does not bring any difficulty.
Multiscale approach for crack prapagation
The micro-macro approach is based on three fondamental points:
• A decomposition of the structure into substructures and interfaces
One substructure E is submitted to the action of its environment (the neighbouring interfaces) that is represented by a force density F E and a displacement distribution W E (Figure 2 ). This partionning technique is a completely mixt approach.
around the crack. Then, the meshes can be incompatible between the coarse substructures and the fine ones. Moreover, as a crack can propagate through an interface, the introduction of a discontinuity have to be taken into account. The interfaces that we use can overcome efficiently such difficulties.
Description of the interface and scale separation
The interfaces quantites are expressed by
The macro parts of the fields are obtained by a projector Π Γ EE such that the macro and micro works are separated:
Then we have: 
.nM is done before any choice of discretisation. One choice can be to use a projector that extracts the linear part of the fields. Figure 3 shows the associated basis of linear functions in two dimensions. The components [F M ] i then represent the resultant, the moment and the extension of the interface. Another projector used in this paper is the one macro basis. , (n M = 4), on one interface Γ EE
In the case of a local-global analysis, this mechanical definition of the macro basis can be easely used to overcome the problem of mesh incompatibility between a coarse substructure E and a fine one E . This problem is treated using the connecting conditions [5] :
With the definition of the cubic and linear basis, such conditions consists in ensuring the continuity of the generalised forces (resultant and moment) as an application of the St Venant principle. Such a connection, used on the interfaces that limitates the zone of interest, allow us to model acurately the interior solution in the refined zone.
Enrichment of the macro basis
As a crack has an effect at the local scale but also at the global one, the question of the statical and kinematical description at macro and micro scale have to be posed. In order to keep the macro problem unchanged during resolution process, the displacement discontinuity is only introduced at the micro scale only. On one interface, the macro quantities F M et W M are continuous and thus the micro parts are discontinuous [5] . In order to take into account the hight gradient of deformation due to the crack at the macro scale, the cubic basis enrichment is used for the interface quantities. This enriched macro problem ameliorates the performances of the iterative strategy.
We consider the cracked beam on three point flexure of the figure 9(a) for a given initial configuration of the crack. The micro mesh and the interface and the macro mesh are presented on figures 4(b) and 4(c). As the 
Implementation of the X-FEM at the local scale
In order to avoid the meshing difficulties at the micro scale, a local enrichment technique, such as the X-FEM, is used to represent the crack. As the scale separation is only introduced on the interfaces, it is possible to enrich the approximation of the displacement field u E of one subtructure E following the procedure described in [8, 9] .
where:
• N is the set of nodes of the mesh;
• u i is the classical vectorial dof on node i;
• ϕ i is the classical Finite Element "hat" function associated to node i;
• N d ⊂ N is the set of nodes enriched by the discontinuity function and the coefficients a i are the associated vectoriel dof. One node is in N d if its support is cut by the crack but does not contains the tip (Figure 8 ). N p ⊂ N is the set of nodes to be enriched to model the crack tip and the coefficients b i are the associated vectorial dof. A node is in N p if its support contains the tip. Functions F j allow to represent the asymptotical solutions at the crack tip in elasticity:
where (r, θ) are the polar coordinates in the local axes on the crack tip. The function H(x) is discontinuous on the crack and has constant values on both sides of it: +1 on one side and −1 on the other. The macro projector Π Γ EE is defined before the dicretisation. The definition of macro and micro quantities thus stays unchanged. The difficulty is now in the kinematical admissibility conditions of u E and of displacement W :
Interface quantities are discretised and also enriched by funtion H such that:
After discretisation of [6] , it gives:
where [B EE ] is the boolean restriction operator of the nodal unknowns
(resp.ψ i ) that represent, without any disctinction, the classical finite element shape functions ϕ i (resp. ψ i ) for a classical degree of freedom and the enrichment functions Hϕ i (resp. Hψ i ) and F j ϕ i for an enriched degree of freedom. the choice of the discretisation of the interface quantities with the enrichment H is being studied now. A simple choice consist in taking has function ψ i functions that are piecewise constant (one each interface element). This approximation space can then represent a discontinuity and that not need the introduction of the H discontinuous function. X-FEM being introduced at the local scale, we now study the fatigue propagation of a crack in a beam presenting three holes in three point flexure (Figure 9(a) ). A local scale in only needed in the cracked zone and the global scale only is necessary in the rest of the structure. The connection with zero micro forces is used to connect these two different descriptions. Figure 9 (b) presents the interface mesh and the micro mesh needed in the zone of interest. In this zone, an exact connection of the interface quantities is used while a connection with zero micro forces is used on all other interfaces. At each propagation step, the problem is solved by the micro-macro strategy with a description of the crack using the X-FEM. Figure 13 presents the evolution of K I with respect to the crack length obtained by the micro-macro approahc and by the direct X-FEM method. This shows that the proposed approach can correctly give an answer to the problem of local-global analysis in the case of crack propagation.
Conclusion
A multi-scale computational strategy for the following of crack propagation has been presented. This strategy allows a separation of the macro and micro effects of the crack while a micro scale is used only where necessary. The description of the kinematics and of the efforts at the global stage using a cubic basis leads to an amelioration of the convergence speed. The integration of X-FEM to described the crack at the local scale to get rid of the remeshing problems is clearly in the framework of the presented multiscale approach. In this paper, the discontinuity is not included at the global scale. The use of discontinuous basis at the global scale ameliorates the convergence rate. This work is under study and will be orally presented at the confgerence. 
